Three-dimensional quantitative coronary angiography.
A method for reconstructing the three-dimensional coronary arterial tree structure from biplane two-dimensional angiographic images is presented. This method exploits the geometrical mathematics of X-ray imaging and the tracking of leading edges of injected contrast material into each vessel for identification of corresponding points on two images taken from orthogonal views. Accurate spatial position and dimension of each vessel in three-dimensional space can be obtained by this reconstruction procedure. The reconstructed arterial configuration is displayed as a shaded surface model, which can be viewed from various angles. Such three-dimensional vascular information provides accurate and reproducible measurements of vascular morphology and function. Flow measurements are obtained by tracking the leading edge of contrast material down the three-dimensional arterial tree. A quantitative analysis of coronary stenosis based on transverse area narrowing and regional blood flow, including the effect of vasoactive drugs, is described. Reconstruction experiments on actual angiographic images of the human coronary artery yield encouraging results toward a realization of computer-assisted three-dimensional quantitative angiography.